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FIENDS It's only a trip to the movies but it turns into Marty's worst
nightmare when she sees the guy sitting behind her. Willy. The man who
raped her ten years ago. Now he's out of jail - and looking for
Marty... AFTER MIDNIGHT Alice likes house-sitting for her friend. Best
of all is the outdoor swimming pool. But it all goes wrong just after
midnight when a man walks out of the woods and jumps naked into the
pool. Alice knows about men. So she fetches the Civil War relic that
hangs on the wall. The cavalry sabre...
In this popular sequel to "The Cellar," a group of friends and a
curious writer dare to enter Beast House, beginning a new nightmare of
carnage.
The notorious Beast House, the scene of brutal murders for almost a
century, is a bigger tourist attraction than ever. There's one very
speical tour, given only at midnight on Saturday nights, that's
intended for the hardcore fans who will do anything to learn the
house's hideous secrets. But not everyone will survive it!
The Dry Creek Chronicles offer a window onto the daily lives of Idaho
families who owned and worked the land in the Dry Creek Valley and
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Green Meadow, southwestern Idaho, from 1863 to 1900. Two nineteenth
century farming communities, one in the creek valley and one on the
floodplain of the Boise River, forged an enduring social bond through
marriage and shared economic fortunes in similar environments. Over
the course of forty years, however, their destinies diverged: one
remained rural for more than 150 years, while the other became a
settled part of nearby Boise City. This is the story of the families
who created those communities.
A desperate search for one's genetic origin ... A grip on one's sanity
... A discovery of demonic warfare ... The beginnings of an exorcist.
In the Eyes of Madness
Aquarian
Bringing Your Story to Life
Kind Heart
Back to Venice
19th Century Idaho Farm Life
Golden
Trapped underground, how will they escape? Midnight's Lair is a terrifying journey into
evil by the highly acclaimed Richard Laymon. Perfect for fans of Stephen King and Dean
Koontz. Mordocks's cave is one of the wonders of the world: a place where, every year,
thousands of sightseers go deep beneath the earth's surface to marvel at Nature's
handiwork. But it's also home to things Nature never intended - violent, evil things. And
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when a power failure traps a group of tourists underground, the creatures emerge from
the darkness... What readers are saying about Midnight's Lair: 'Written with Laymon's
usual fast-paced, action packed, no-holds-barred style of writing, you'll find the novel
difficult to put down at any point, with the next horrifying event just around the corner'
'This is 253 pages of pure splatterpunk heaven, delivering classic Laymon horror with a
no-holds-barred approach and a reflection of his truly twisted imagination. Absolutely
great stuff!' 'The pace is frenetic, the characters are both endearing and repulsive, and
the gratuitous violence is almost non-stop. Never have I read a book that could leave me
slack jawed with horror and something akin to awe'
''Where are we? Kady asked, as they turned to look at the entire room. They saw the
kitchen had a wood-burning stove, no sink faucet, and no refrigerator.” ''I don't know,
Allie said, “but look out this window, across the yard and the garden. Isn't that the
cotton patch where Nanna said she had to cross the narrow dirt road to help pick
cotton?” The sisters, Allie, Kady, Lindey, and their cousin, Taylor, have been
transported into their great grandmother's world when she is five and then again when
she is seven. During their second visit,Taylor's little brother, Lance, shows up,
surprising everyone, except Minnie, who has expected him and is so pleased he has
come with them. This fictional story is based on contemporary children, who are real,
and the historical, real-life happenings of the Tucker family in the 1920's told by Jewel
Tucker Phillips.
Step right up to the land of fun... Funland is another classic horror story from the
master of the macabre, Richard Laymon. Perfect for fans of Dean Koontz and Clive
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Barker. 'Laymon's at the top of his form in Funland, his deceptively simple prose
becoming by turns humorous, horrific, stunningly erotic. The funhouse climax is not to
be missed. This novel belongs on every serious horror fanatic's bookshelf' - The New
York Review of Science Fiction The Funland Amusement Park provides more fear than
fun these days. A vicious pack known as the Trolls are preying on anyone foolish
enough to be alone at night. Folks in the area blame them for the recent mysterious
disappearances, and a gang of local teenagers have decided to fight back. But nothing
is ever what it seems in an amusement park. Behind the garish paint and bright lights
waits a horror far worse than anything found in the freak show. Step right up! The terror
is about to begin! What readers are saying about Funland: 'This book is one of Richard
Laymon's best ever, with a fantastic twist at the end and non-stop heart pounding action
throughout the whole novel' 'He creates a wonderful sense of atmosphere and
wonderful, colourful characters which make this novel an excellent read. With a
dramatic twist at the climax, you will be gripping the pages with both hands' 'With
coming of age drama, love relationships and mysterious disappearances all coming
together at the end to form a terrifying conclusion that comes from nowhere - excellent'
Imagine what it would be like to go back in time to the 15th century Venice. And imagine
what it would be like to meet your lifelong hero, Michelangelo. And imagine what it
would be like if, on first meeting, you spill a tray of pasta and wine on that very same
hero.Well, that's what happens to serious young artist Mark Breen. As the result of a
drunken bet, Mark knocks out a painting of a toilet bowl. Much to his amazement, he
sells it. In short order he's hailed as the new Andy Warhol and becomes an overnight
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sensation-and a very wealthy man. Soon, images of his toilet bowls are on more t-shirts,
mugs, and calendars than Edvard Munch's The Scream.His friend and mentor, Hugh
Connelly, afraid that Mark is in danger of losing his "artistic soul," advises him to go
back to Italy and reacquaint himself with the "old masters." In Venice, Mark falls in love
with Alexandra, a beautiful art restorer, but it's a one-sided affair. One night, hoping to
win her over, he climbs up on a roof to find out who painted her favorite fresco. He falls
off the roof and wakes up in 15th century Venice where he meets an innkeeper named
Francesca, who looks exactly like Alexandra. And it gets curiouser and curiouser from
there. During his stay-which is sometimes zany and sometimes frightening-he meet his
hero, Michelangelo, who teaches him the true meaning of art.
Step aboard the Glory Bus... The Glory Bus is the high-octane spine-chiller from Master
of Horror, Richard Laymon. Perfect for fans of Joe Hill and Clive Barker. One moment
Pamela is a newly-wed with a loving husband and a comfortable home. The next, she's
the prisoner of a killer who has lusted after her since high school. Meanwhile, scaredycat Norman has had his car taken over by bad-boy Duke and hitch-hiker Boots.
Together the lawless pair take him on a wild journey that looks like it's heading straight
for the electric chair. Then the glory bus comes along, with hope of salvation for all. But
the people who climb aboard don't know their destination is the furnace heat of the
Mojave Desert, where a special welcome awaits them. It can't be worse than what's gone
before - can it? What readers are saying about The Glory Bus: 'I read it in one day; I just
couldn't put it down. It's action packed from the beginning to the end, full of twists and
turns and keeps the reader hooked' 'Extremely addictive, I read the book in two days,
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the author's writing is unique and absorbing, and the characters are raw, edgy and
totally bonkers' 'Dark, gritty book with two stories that intertwine... classic Laymon, and
a brilliant story that keeps you turning [the pages]'
A chilling tale in which history repeats itself...
The Glory Bus
A chilling horror novel full of suspense
The Silver Bear: A Novel (Silver Bear Thrillers)
And, Out are the Lights
Allhallow's Eve

Best-selling LDS author Joni Hilton brings us another heart-warming novel,
this time about Jana and Ethan Waterson, their family, and the spookiest
house in town. Ethan is actually more terrified of his calling as bishop than
of the "Witch House." He impulsively takes on the elderly residents and
their dark mansion as a ward project. Jana holds guilt in her heart for an
earlier decision, and they both have their hands full with three challenging
children. There's life-and-death drama, spiritual anguish, arcs of growth,
and plenty of humor as well, in an inspiring story unlike any you've read
before.
Young King Day quests for the Stone of All Power that can repel Gheel the
Black.
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Can a rose survive in winter? Rebecca Veritas is eager to pursue her
dreams as a clinical psychologist. After receiving a full scholarship for an
internship, she leaves the quiet suburban town of Cedar Heights for the big
city of Los Angeles. As she adjusts to her new surroundings, she finds
solace in a mysterious antique bookstore. Yet, as her thoughts still linger
on someone from her past, she is unaware that the present has the
potential to haunt her the most. As time passes, a growing sense of unease
quickly transitions into more disturbing events that make her question if all
is as it seems. When circumstances take an eerie turn, Rebecca will find
herself a player on a larger scale than she had ever anticipated, a scale that
could cause one to pay the ultimate price. In this riveting sequel to I Thirst,
the adventures of Rebecca Veritas, the young, introspective dreamer with
an inclination toward random insanity, continue.
All fiction is character-driven, according to William Bernhardt. How can you
use characters to create dynamic fiction that will captivate readers? This
book explains the relationship between character and plot, and how the
perfect melding of the two produces a mesmerizing story.
The intense psychological portrait of a hitman—the anti-Jason Bourne—as he
stalks his prey from Boston to LA. He wants you to know him, maybe even
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admire him, but only for his excellence in his craft. Perhaps he was even
born for it. "A natural killer," his mentor—a middleman named
Vespucci—said he was. He proved it with his first professional hit: a Fifth
Circuit Court judge in Boston, executed with a sheet of Saran Wrap in the
stairwell of her own courthouse. He's proved his merit often, usually with a
Glock semiautomatic, but he's improvised too, with his bare hands, the
heel of a shoe, knives, even a sewing machine. He is the consummate
assassin, at the top of his form, immune to the psychological strains of his
chosen profession. He is what the Russians call a Silver Bear. He calls
himself Columbus. It's the name Vespucci gave him, ten years ago, when
he discovered a dark, new world of fences, clients, marks, jobs, jack. Not
that his real name meant much to him anyway. He never knew his father or
his mother, a prostitute who became dangerously involved back in the
seventies with an earnest young congressman named Abe Mann, then a
rising star in the Democratic Party. The magnetic Abe Mann has since
become the Speaker of the House. He is currently running for the
Democratic nomination in an exhausting presidential campaign, weaving
his way across the country. Columbus is not far behind. But as he pieces
together his past and prepares the seamless assassination of his mark, the
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criminal underworld he has always ruled begins unraveling violently
around him.
Complete Fabled Beasts Chronicles
Among the Missing
And, After Midnight
Four spine-chilling horror novels in one unmissable collection
Halloween Hunt
The Seeds of New Earth (the Silent Earth, Book 2)
A group of deformed, CAibalistic, humanoid creatures live in the woods...as some
unlucky travelers are about to find out.
Twelve-year-old Maxwell Parker is all about what's going on behind quiet exteriorsa trait that comes in handy in her quiet suburban neighborhood where everyone
seems to have something to hide. Exhibit A: Mrs. Cook-the nice elderly widow who
just moved in across the street-seems like any other cookie-baking grandmother,
but Maxwell knows things aren't always what they seem.Even though Kenneth
Newman (her best friend since kindergarten) is on board to help investigate their
mysterious new neighbor, Maxwell realizes times are changing. They've started
junior high, and Maxwell doesn't just feel like a little fish in a big pond; she feels
like a Little Mermaid in a sea of teenage girls. When the clique of popular girls
sets its sights on Kenneth, Maxwell decides to take matters into her own hands
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before the would-be supermodels steal her best friend right under her crimesniffing nose!Then popular girl Veronica offers Maxwell friendship at a price, and
Maxwell must decide if she's willing to pay what it will cost to fit in. If she ends up
on the nightly news in the meantime...well, it's all in a day's work!
A man patiently watches a group of young girls walk home from school, waiting for
the perfect moment to take the one child he has designated as his next victim.
However, what this predator does not know is that he, too, is being stalked. There
is someone in the shadows-a trained Citizen-who is ready to make sure that the
child under his assigned protection is never harmed. One pedophile, one abuser,
one killer at a time; this Citizen and others like him will take a stand against those
who prey on the weak and the innocent.
A thriller tellling the story of The Beast House, the legendary site of ghastly
murders. The midnight tour is the one beginning on the stroke of midnight,
Saturday nights only. On this particular Saturday night the tourists are to be
joined by an unexpected visitor and they will be lucky to get out alive.
The deeper you go into the Beast House, the darker the nightmares become. Why
not take the tour? The second gripping title in Richard Laymon's acclaimed Beast
House Chronicles, perfect for fans of Stephen King and Dean Koontz. The house
known as Beast House has become a kind of museum of the most twisted and
macabre kind. It is a monument to its own infamous past. On display inside are
wax figures of its victims, their bodies mangled and chewed, mutilated beyond
description. The tourists who come to Beast House can only wonder what sort of
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terrifying creature could be responsible for such atrocities. Surely nothing
human... But some people don't believe the beast even exists. They are convinced
Beast House is a huge hoax, an elaborate tourist trap. Nora and her friends don't
believe. They are determined to find the truth for themselves. They will dare to
enter the house at night, when the tourists have gone. When the beast is
rumoured to come out. They will learn alright. What readers are saying about The
Beast House: 'Dark, disturbing and completely unforgiving. Just how horror
should be' 'If you have a good imagination this is the book for you. The monsters
are like nothing you have ever heard of before and there is always two things
happening at once to keep you gripped to the story' 'Wonderful characters, cliffhangers at the end of chapters and a unique sense of humour'
Triumvirate
The Stonebearer
The Ocoda Chronicles Book 1 Paladin
The Midnight Tour (The Beast House Chronicles, Book 3)
The Complete Beast House Chronicles
Winged Horse of Heaven

Killian knows all about vampires and aliens. They’re not real.
But when a handsome swimmer climbs into her storm-tossed boat an
hour from her summer destination, the worlds of fantasy and
reality suddenly collide… Cuttylea Island has no mall, no social
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scene, and no action. But it does have a mysterious stone tower,
ageless islanders, and a secret as astonishing as a mermaid’s
tale… Before the summer is through, Killian will find the truth
of her family’s past…and the role she is destined to play in a
centuries-old curse.
A group of deformed, cannibalistic, humanoid creatures live in
the woodsas some unlucky travelers are about to find out.
Carol Tyler has been a professional (and highly acclaimed)
cartoonist for over 20 years, appearing in such venues as
Weirdo, Wimmen's Comix, and Drawn & Quarterly magazine. But over
the years her status as a working mother has drastically
curtailed her ability to set aside time for her cartooning. Thus
each rare new story from her pen has been greeted with hurrahsas
well they should be, because she's one of the most skillful,
caustic, and emphatic cartoon storytellers of her generation.
This new book presents the biggest, richest and most delightful
collection of Tyler's work to date featuring many new and
previously unpublished works. p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px
0.0px; font: 13.9px Arial; color: #424242}
Horrific events have made the Beast House infamous. For the full
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story, take the Midnight Tour... The third instalment in Richard
Laymon's acclaimed Beast House Chronicles, perfect for fans of
Dean Koontz and Joe Hill. 'Classic Laymon. It's a nightmare
ride' - Publishers Weekly For years morbid tourists have flocked
to the Beast House, eager to see the infamous site of many
unspeakable atrocities, to hear tales of the beast said to prowl
the hallways. They can listen to the audio tour on their
headphones as they stroll from room to room, looking at the
realistic recreations of the blood-drenched corpses... But the
audio tour only gives the sanitised version of the horrors of
the Beast House. There are some facts too gruesome for the
average thrill seeker. If you want the full story, you have to
take the Midnight Tour, a very special event strictly limited to
thirteen brave visitors. It begins at the stroke of midnight.
You may not live to see it end. What readers are saying about
The Midnight Tour: '[This book] had me gripped from start to
finish. There is an awesome twist at the end' 'A superb third
instalment for the Beast House saga...a sudden plot twist two
thirds into the story which I never saw coming - I had to read
the page twice!' 'The linking between the characters, the
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excellent plot-twists, the superb narrative. This book's got it
all'
I was thirteen years old when I originally thought of the story,
and have written and rewritten it more times than I can count.
But six years ago, I met my wife a Filipina from Manila, and
there I discovered the wonderful and gracious people of the
Philippines. After realizing I would have children of mixed
racial birth. I decided I wanted to give them a hero to look up
to from their own culture. I then re-did all nine books; this
time the racial, religious and cultural differences gave the
book a more defined nature, one of which I was proud. I had
given up long ago on trying to get an agent or a publisher to
take interest in my book, but that was never my goal. My goal
was to give my children a hero of their own heritage, and to
inspire them. Win or lose, they win. The Year is 2079 and the
earth has recently been discovered by a ruthless alien race
known as the T-Challa. Their plan is to enslave the population
and to strip the earth of all its resources to maintain and
expand their vast empire. However the earth is not without hope,
another alien race called the X'ena's have sent a symbiotic
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probe to earth to help defend her from the T-Challa. The Probe
which takes the name Paladin merges with a human named Caleb
Ocoda as well as an ancient battleship from a century ago and
transforms both into a force to protect the earth. Caleb then
man's his ship with the best the earth has to offer as they go
out and defend the earth successfully defeating the small fleet
sent by the T-Challa. Unfortunately the ship suffers damage and
it affects Caleb wounding him, it is quickly discovered that
Caleb is dying and with him the mighty ship named Paladin, the
only defense of earth. After searching all possible answers to
save himself and protect the earth, Caleb decides to find the
X'ena to see if they can cure him before his death, but time is
short and the single ship must travel through the heart of the TChalla Empire to find the X'ena and save Caleb. Will they
succeed?
Friday Night in Beast House
A Chilling Tale of a Haunted House
Friday Night in Beast House (Beast House Chronicles, Book 4)
The Cellar (Beast House Chronicles, Book 1)
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A spine-chilling tale of horror and hauntings
Raneous, is the young son of the great Palladon, the swiftest
and strongest of the Heavenly Host winged horses. Full of
youthful idealism, he is eager to begin his training against the
Darkland demons. Finally, after many months of flight training,
he accompanies an angelic scouting party on a short mission to
the miserable realm of the Borderlands. Excitement turns to
terror as the dark forces succeed in separating Raneous from the
angelic troop. Utterly lost, seemingly abandoned, and unable to
fly in the mortal world, Raneous begins his quest to return to
the heavenly realm. Through his friendship with a troubled boy,
Brian, Raneous learns to fight the demons lurking in the
shadows, but also the darkness of the mind. Can he trust the
goodness of what he has been taught? Has the High King abandoned
him? Why has no one come for him? Join Raneous and Brian as they
battle dark forces of evil, learn the true secrets for victory,
and step into the power and freedom of becoming a true servant
of the High King. Horse lovers, and warriors of all ages will
love to take this coming-of-age journey with the beloved winged
colt, Raneous.
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Mark and Alison dont believe the gruesome legends of Beast
House. But theyll learn the truth when they sneak in late one
night.
Don't even think about going into the cellar... The first
gripping title in Richard Laymon's acclaimed Beast House
Chronicles, perfect for fans of Stephen King and Dean Koontz.
'The Cellar is a genuine cult classic. I should know. I'm one of
the cultists' - Bentley Little They call it Beast House.
Tourists flock to see it, lured by its history of butchery and
sadistic sexual enslavement. They enter, armed with cameras and
camcorders, but many never return. The men are slaughtered
quickly. The women have a far worse fate in store. But the worst
part of the house is what lies beneath it. Behind the cellar
door, down the creaky steps, waits a creature of pure evil. At
night, when the house is dark and all is quiet... the beast
comes out. Awakened by an early-morning phone call, Donna found
out that her ex-husband, Roy, has been released from prison. She
immediately dragged her twelve-year-old daughter out of bed and
together they hit the road - fast. The last she wants is for Roy
to get his hands on them again. But in fleeing one danger, Donna
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and her daughter are unknowingly heading straight towards
another. They're heading towards Beast House. What readers are
saying about The Cellar: 'Excellent, gripping tale... Very hard
to put down' 'A tale of bizarre, almost comic book like, tonguein-cheek horror' 'The best book I have read in such a long time'
Three young children, Mal, Ari and Martha, have been "touched"
and are in possession of enormous talents, bestowed on them by a
chance encounter with the Young Master. Now Ari, Mal and Martha
find themselves in the wrong place and time because Ari has done
the unthinkable, resulting in a perpetual red dawn. But that is
the least of their worries! Ari is on the run, while Mal and
Martha attempt to keep their enemy at bay. The Strange Man is
back and he's got even more sinister tricks up his sleeve ...
Horrific events have made the Beast House infamous. Do you dare
to enter? For the first time in one edition, read all four of
Richard Laymon's terrifying, gruesome and acclaimed Beast House
horror novels. The deeper you go into the Beast House, the
darker the nightmares become. If you have nerves of steel and
are looking for excitement and adventure, why not take the tour?
But don't even think about going into the cellar... What readers
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are saying about The Beast House Chronicles: 'Dark, disturbing
and completely unforgiving. Just how horror should be' 'A tale
of bizarre, almost comic book like, tongue-in-cheek horror' 'The
best book I have read in such a long time'
The Beast House Trilogy
The Dry Creek Chronicles
Fiends
The Rose and the Sword
The Citizen Chronicles
Maxwell Parker, P.I.
A Halloween scavenger hunt turns sinister when Linda and her friends decide to check out the
attic of the old Winslow house.
The Complete Beast House ChroniclesFour spine-chilling horror novels in one unmissable
collectionHachette UK
Visitors flock to see the beast house with its blood-soaked corridors. But the worst part of the
house is actually THE CELLAR... Bestselling author Gorman Hardy is looking for ideas for his
next novel. Tyler and her friend Nora are looking for a wild time. But in fact they find pain,
bestiality and death in... THE BEAST HOUSE. Horrific events have made the Beast House
infamous. For the full story, take THE MIDNIGHT TOUR. Saturday nights only. Limited to
thirteen tourists. It begins on the stroke of midnight. You'll be lucky to get out alive...
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Support the author more by purchasing direct from his CreateSpace Store: RISE OF THE
DIBOR https: //www.createspace.com/3618531 THE LION VRIE https:
//www.createspace.com/3649857 ATHERA'S DAWN https: //www.createspace.com/3723285
This newly edited 2nd edition of the 2006 debut, brought to you by Spearhead Books, includes a
revised map, page layout, and first ever "From the Author" section. Visit spearheadbooks.com
and christopherhopper.com today! DESCRIPTION: Read the story that turned children into
warriors, and warriors into legends. The Dairne-Reih haven't been seen in Dionia for
generations-their kind and their king, Morgui, banished long ago from haunting paradise. But
when creation shows signs of deterioration, the kings of the seven realms converge in the sacred
Gvindollion gathering to arrive at one inexplicable conclusion: Morgui has returned. In the
hopes of entrusting Dionia's brave history and perilous future to a generation that has never
known war, the kings decide to raise up their young sons as an elite group of warriors, known
only as the Dibor. Gorn, legendary hero of the First Battle, is commissioned to teach the Dibor
the art of war, leading them on a four-year adventure on the Isle of Kirstell. It is Luik, son of
Lair, who soon emerges as the warband's spirited front man. But he is not the only one of his
peers to grow in power; his dear friend Fane discovers hidden abilities among the Mosfar under
the mentorship of Li-Saide of Ot, while Princess Anorra finds that her lifelong tutor knows as
much about combat as he does about etiquette. There is little time for the Dibor to enjoy the
satisfaction of graduation, however, as a sinister plot is discovered to dethrone Dionia's kings
and flatten the capital city of Adriel. The Dibor are summoned to war, along with the rest of
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Dionia's fighting men. It is before the gates of Adriel Palace that Luik and his army face
Morgui's prince, Valdenil, as well as the unending ranks of the Dairne-Reih.
Everyone wants to party in a house of death... Allhallow's Eve is a spine-chilling horror novel
from Richard Laymon, perfect for fans of Stephen King and Dean Koontz. Nothing unusual ever
happens in Ashburg until a local family are horribly mutilated and left to die in their own home.
Since that night, the old Sherwood house has stood dark and abandoned - a constant reminder
of the horrific killings. But when mysterious invitations begin to arrive, announcing a party to be
held there, nobody thinks it's a joke. After all, on Allhallow's Eve everyone wants to party in a
house of death... What readers are saying about Allhallow's Eve: 'A fast paced, gore filled,
taboo ridden storyline' 'This book has everything, fear, anticipation and an excellent ending'
'One of the best books that Richard Laymon has ever written'
A past massacre returns to haunt the present
Book Three in the Touched Series
The Red Brick House
More fear than fun...
The Woods are Dark
The Midnight Tour
Don't go down to the lake, where the past and the present threaten to collide... In Richard
Laymon's riveting horror The Lake, a mother and daughter are united in a nightmare of
danger and terror. Perfect for fans of Stephen King and Dean Koontz. 'White-hot pacing
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(with) rivers of blood... memorable evocation of the fathomless mystery of the moonlit
hours' - Publishers Weekly Leigh is young, rebellious and beautiful - and she yearns for a
summer of excitement by the lake. Maybe she'll find it in the arms of the handsome boy
who rows her out to the abandoned beach house. Or maybe she'll stumble into a legacy of
terror which will shatter her life... Eighteen years on, Deana has no knowledge of her
mother's troubled past and not that much interest. She just wants to make out somewhere
cool with her boyfriend - to let her hair down and live a little. If only living were that
simple. But that summer at the lake casts a long shadow. And when the horrors of the past
meet the perils of the present, both mother and daughter are plunged into a nightmare of
blood and terror from which there is no escape. What readers are saying about The Lake:
'This is a great book... [Laymon] is an excellent writer, and knows just how to keep you on
tenterhooks' 'Engrossing from start to finish -I couldn't wait to see what was coming
next...' 'Five stars'
On a lonely road in the early morning hours, a beautiful woman drives a Jaguar wearing
only a skimpy nightgown. She's left her husband in search of a man who is as daring and
passionate as herself. The man stands in the woods, waiting patiently to be picked up. But
he has wild plans of his own--for her and other women. Before long, headless bodies start
appearing.
"Alison has just one condition for guys that want to date her - they have to spend a night
with her in the legendary Beast House. To Michael a night alone with Alison is a chance of
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a lifetime, but if the stories about the Beast House are true it may also be a chance to
die."--Cover.
The Earth is in ruins. Cities and nations destroyed. Mankind is extinct. Brant and Arsha
are synthetics, machines made in the image of people. They dream of bringing humans
back into the world and have the technology to succeed, but the obstacles in their way are
mounting. Not only are their own conflicting ideals creating a rift between them, but now
the sinister Marauders are closing in as they seek revenge on Brant. Out in the wasteland,
strange lights and mysterious objects in the sky herald the arrival of new factions that seek
to control the region. Even in the once quiet streets of their own city, malevolent forces are
beginning to unfurl that threaten the sanctity of everything they hold dear, jeopardising
the future that is within their grasp. The Silent Earth Series Book 1 - After the Winter:
amazon.com/dp/B00P02FBPM
King Cyranius is a woman-hater, and Lady Jennava hates most men. This does not
prevent them from secretly falling in love. But a phantom-like masked man towering
between them crushes loves petals before they bloom...Royalty, romance, mystery,
escapism¿this book has it all. Just remember to breathe.
Rise of the Dibor
The Beast House
Citizen Out
Funland
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Who knows what might be down there...
Creating Character
It's not every day a grumpy, injured centaur appears on your doorstep.When Yann clip clops
into Helen's life looking for a horse healer she decides to help him even though she's not
exactly a vet.And that's just the beginning. . . Helen's first aid kit comes in very handy when
she meets Yann's friends -- a gang of fabled beasts with a habit of getting into trouble.Together
Helen and the fabled beasts -- a fairy, a dragon, a phoenix, a werewolf and even a selkie -must battle minotaurs, wrestle with wolves, fight faeries, solve riddles and travel the length and
breadth of Scotland on a series of ever more dangerous quests.Enter the world of the Fabled
Beasts in this exciting four-book fantasy adventure series.
The Lake
A terrifying journey deep underground
The Beast House (Beast House Chronicles, Book 2)
Late Bloomer
A riveting novel of horror and suspense
In the Eyes of Madness
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